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Market Overview
Unconventional, challenging, hardening – all accurate depictions of the state of
the current insurance market. We are seeing rate increases across almost all lines of
business and revenue segments, on top of reduced capacity from the market.
Our intent with McGriff’s 2020 Market Outlook is to provide you with insights into the
market trends and anticipated marketplace environment for 2020.
PLEASE NOTE: The McGriff Market Outlook was finalized prior to the Coronavirus
(COVID-19) outbreak. Please watch for separate updates from your McGriff team
regarding this situation and its impact on the insurance market. Should you have
questions, or need additional information, please contact your McGriff representative.

Property
It’s no surprise that many property markets suffered tremendous natural
catastrophe and risk losses in 2017 and 2018, laying the groundwork for current
market conditions. Last year started off slow with only minor rate changes in
January, but progressively worsened as major markets (FM Global, AIG and
Lloyd’s of London) began to seek higher profits as the year moved on.
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Throughout 2019, rate increases ranged from 10%

more selective. Early entry into the market is

to 40%+ and in some cases, much higher. Risks in

strongly advised in order to allow sufficient time to

difficult classes, such as portfolios with natural

access all potential avenues for developing market

catastrophe aggregation and/or significant recent

capacity. We recommend 120-150 days prior to the

loss activity, saw the largest increases, including:

effective date to avoid denials due to timing. Be
sure to consider client meetings with incumbent and

•

Hospitality

•

Frame habitational

•

Wood / paper products

taking these steps, you will be in a better position to

•

Food processing

ensure the best results in this difficult market cycle.

Despite few major catastrophes in the U.S. in 2019,
Combined Ratios for several carriers are less than
100% through Q3 (Q4 results to be published in

prospective markets to showcase the business and
discuss risk management goals and strategies. By

Thoroughly vetting the markets for viable options is
a must, although working with your incumbent may
prove, in the end, to be the most palatable result.

the coming weeks). With few significant natural

Every account will be underwritten and markets will

catastrophes and many markets in the mid-90%

continue to seek out the better classes, but generally

range, there is continuing concern that the market

speaking, we are estimating the following rate

remains fundamentally underpriced. Facultative

guidance:

reinsurance costs are rising alongside general retail
costs. Be sure to ask your markets if they are buying
facultative reinsurance – it may have an inordinate
effect on pricing. While it’s too soon to know for
sure, we expect accounts that renewed in early 2019
(January/February) to start off with substantial
increases. The next major question: Will accounts

Type of
Account

2020 Q1

2020 Q2/Q3

Non-CAT

+10% to 25%

+5% to 20%

CAT or Losses

+10% to 35%

+5% to 25%

that already experienced the largest increases in
2019 get hit for the second year in a row?

While we anticipate across-the-board increases, we

Capacity has remained steady. Some markets are

should be sure, when going into the market, to push

exiting certain classes of business while others
are leaving altogether. And some are jumping in as
market conditions have improved from a pricing
standpoint. Even though capacity remains at an
all-time high, markets are taking a very measured

aggressive target pricing. For accounts renewing
in January and February that did not feel the full
impact of these changes, we expect an increase
on the higher side of the range. As in 2019, single
carrier placements may require multiple carriers to

approach in deploying capacity.

complete programs while layered programs may

In 2020 we anticipate terms and the pricing

capacity to complete the programs.

correction trend to continue. Therefore, submission
quality (including complete data) will be imperative
for differentiating client risk as underwriters become

also need additional markets to obtain the necessary
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The disciplined approach to underwriting continues - often including a combination of increased rates, a paring
back of natural catastrophe limits, and increased deductibles. An example is London’s general unwillingness
to “trade dollars” in a primary layer. Rather than throw dollars at the premium increase, they will attempt
to “deductible themselves” out of losses. There is also an underwriting focus on obtaining proper physical
property and business interruption values. Convective storm (straight line wind, hail and tornado) continues
to receive considerable attention due to recent persistent losses. States (refer to sample hail map) such as
Arkansas, Colorado, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas and others in the middle of the country, are seeing
higher deductibles, and in some cases percentage deductibles, for convective storm and hail. There is an
associated reduction in capacity offered by carriers in these areas as well. In this evolving market, there is a
varying approach now to what is considered a high-hazard area and what deductible is required. Therefore, you
may have non-concurrencies in coverage in a shared layered program.
Hail Zone
Moderate [ Hail Size < 1.75 in. (44mm) ]

Severe [ Hail Size > 1.75 in. (44mm) and < 2 in. (51mm) ]

Very Severe [ Hail Size > 2 in. (51mm) ]

15-Year Mean Recurrence Interval

Map / Data Source: Affiliated FM Insurance Company, Earthstar Geographics SIO, ©2019 Here, ©2020 Microsoft Corporation
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Additional Market Trends / Challenges
•

Residential exposures (all construction types)

•

Water damage losses and deductibles

•

Coastal wind and flood exposure

•

Wildfire exposure

•

Roof age and conditions assessment

•

Management of attritional loss activity

•

Loss / risk control commitment and follow
through on completion of recommendations
(especially human element items, and CapEx
projects)

•

Cyber coverage exclusions or nominal
coverage grants

•

Contingent business income data / exposures

Underwriters continue to be more cautious
as they seek to maximize profits and obtain/
maintain quality risks. Nevertheless, they are
being inundated with submission activity.
To ensure you go to the top of the submission
stack, work with your team to develop a
complete submission, including up-to-date and
accurate data. Be sure to highlight effective risk
control measures already in place or pending
for the coming months prior to renewal. Also, a
follow-up call after the submission will help to
move the opportunity up in the stack.
There will of course be outliers to the rate
projections, but with complete and accurate
submission data, a robust risk control and
improvement strategy, definitive marketing plan
and ample marketing time, McGriff can develop
an overall strategy aligned with your goals.

Casualty
The casualty insurance market experienced firming rates for most of 2019.
The Q4 rate increases continued, with the Umbrella/Excess market leading the way.
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While the auto market has consistently seen increases over the past several years, the Umbrella/Excess
markets made quicker underwriting changes throughout 2019. The Primary General Liability and Products
Liability lines also saw increased rates, with certain industries (higher hazard) seeing greater increases
than others. The one area in the casualty market that is not following the hardening market is Workers’
Compensation. Poor loss experience in the marketplace is one reason carriers are focusing on underwriting
profit. Other issues driving rate increases are higher verdicts (a.k.a. nuclear verdicts), often driven by litigation
funding and a changing social environment (i.e. stronger anti-corporate sentiments).

Umbrella/Excess
The Umbrella/Excess market showed the fastest rate increases and change in underwriting appetite. While
middle market Umbrella/Excess pricing, when part of an overall package program, may experience single-digit
to low double-digit increases, the standalone Umbrella/Excess carriers are pushing higher rates. These rate
increases range from 10% to 20% for low-hazard risks (small auto fleets and vanilla premises and product
risks) to 15% to 35%+ for higher risks. Other issues in the Umbrella/Excess include:

Reduced Capacity
$10 million to $15 million lead Umbrellas are the new $25 million. Many carriers are driving this philosophy into
the field underwriters’ approach. In many cases, they are pricing the lead Umbrella $10 million to $15 million the
same as the prior year’s $25 million. Depending on the risk class, far fewer carriers will quote a lead Umbrella.
Many insurers that would typically quote the lead Umbrella are now looking to fill the $15 million excess, $10
million layer. Carriers that were providing $50 million layers are now looking to ventilate (deploy $25 million on
two different layers separated by another layer) or simply cut back to $25 million or less in capacity.

Excess Pricing
Excess layers are implementing underwriting guidelines with higher minimum premiums (pricing per million).
Many carriers used to have minimum premiums of $1,000 per million. Today, these carriers are changing their
minimum pricing to $2,000 or higher. This will continue in 2020.

Attachment Points
Lead Umbrella underwriters have looked to attach at $2 million or higher on the auto risks for the past
several years. Now, however, this issue is a hard underwriting requirement with little to no flexibility and
tighter guidelines. If the Primary Casualty carrier cannot provide higher attachments, the auto buffer market
is a challenge. Depending on the fleet size and risk characteristics, this market can create significant costs
increases to the program. The facultative reinsurance market is also not insulated from these market issues.
They are looking for significant premiums for their layers, whereas in the past their pricing may have been half
of what it is today or even less. Attaching above the Primary General Liability and Products risks has posed
similar difficulties. A primary $1 million per occurrence limit can be acceptable to some lead Umbrella carriers,
but many are mandating a $2 million or higher attachment.
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Underwriting Discipline
As noted above, pricing and attachments used to

Litigation Funding – Outside investors are paying

be somewhat negotiable, but today there are strict

legal fees up front in exchange for a share of

underwriting rules. The guidelines for the desk

the settlement or judgment. This approach has

underwriter are also constantly changing. Coupled

increased significantly year over year and will

with submission flow doubling or even tripling in

continue to lead to more litigation.

some instances, underwriters are stressed to meet
the market demands to quote and bind coverage.
This is an additional issue considering a majority of
the marketplace (insureds, insurers, and brokers) has
not experienced such hard market conditions. Prior
hard markets usually saw carriers lower their initial
quote to retain business. This is no longer the case in
many instances, as underwriters are exercising more

Rising Medical Costs – Medical costs continue
to outpace general inflation, driven largely by the
continually rising price of prescription drugs and
medical technology.

Key Approaches to Minimize the Effects of
a Hardening Market

discipline on rates, backed by home office support to

McGriff is dedicated to helping our clients succeed in

let underpriced business go.

a changing marketplace. Key strategies include:

When the property market has large windstorms or

•

program and develop a plan to address them

earthquake losses, the corresponding hardening

with multiple options at least 120 to 150 days

market is easy to see. There hasn’t been a 9/11

in advance

tragedy or other large liability event in the casualty
market to trigger the above underwriting approaches.

•

marketplace including:
Large Jury Verdicts (a.k.a. Nuclear Verdicts) – The
social environment is changing with more jurors
seeing wider disparities between the “haves and
have-nots.” Furthermore, the millennial generation
has, at times, expressed stronger anti-corporate
sentiments and called on corporations to guard
against what many in this age group view as
corporate irresponsibility.

Prepare senior management – Communication
is key with both the insured and insurers. So are

However, there are overall macro issues driving
these hardening market conditions in the Umbrella

Plan early – Identify key areas of concern in the

realistic budgets with multiple options
•

Conduct a loss analysis and consider multiple
retentions and structures, including captives

•

Meet with incumbents early to understand all
issues and thoroughly examine potential options

•

Make sure exposures are current and provide the
markets with the best possible submission
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Primary General Liability and Product Liability
Similar to the Umbrella/Excess market, the Primary General Liability and Product Liability market has also
experienced tightening, although not as fast. Increased severity is also driving up rates for this coverage
segment. Clean accounts can expect increases ranging from 2% to 8%, depending on the industry and product/
premises risks. High-hazard products or accounts with poor loss experience can expect higher rate increases
and higher retentions – otherwise alternative program structures will need to be explored. As with the Auto and
Umbrella/Excess lines of coverage, the loss experience is also having a significant impact on rate increases.
However, the adverse reserve development also has had a critical impact as illustrated below.

P&C Industry One-Year General Liability Reserve
Development Reported in Calendar year
3.5
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Source: SNL compiled industry data
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2017

2018
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Workers’ Compensation
Compared to Primary Casualty lines of coverage, Workers’ Compensation still remains relatively competitive.
A majority of carriers are filing rate decreases for 2020, a trend expected to continue for the near future.
The 2019 NCCI Annual Issues Symposium highlights an eight-year trend of improving results, including lower
combined ratios, an overall increase in net written premium, a decrease in claim frequency, and an increase in
pretax operating gains. Highlights include:
•

Calendar year combined loss ratio for private carriers is 83%

•

2018 net written premium increased by 8.5%

•

Private carriers have a reserve redundancy of $5 billion (reducing previous deficiencies)

•

Lost-time claim frequency reduction of -1%

Workers’ Comp Net Combined Ratio
NCCI State Funds (PY)

Private Carriers
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Source: Insurance Information Institute 10/2019
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Despite the positive short-term outlook for Workers’ Compensation, concerns continue to loom around a
possible recession, interest rates, and reserve inadequacy that may ultimately negatively affect pricing.
The Workers’ Compensation Insurance Rating Bureau’s 3rd Quarter Report showed a slight decline in average
insurer rate per $100 of payroll, while the Ultimate Total Loss Per Indemnity Claim values increased to levels
we have not seen since 2013. The average charged rate for the first nine months of 2019 was 11% below that
same period for 2018, and 32% below the peak in 2014. The January 1, 2019 approved advisory pure premium
rates were on average 47% below those same rates for January 1, 2015. The projected claim severity for 2018
is 5% higher than 2017, following several years of modest declines in claim severities. That 2018 projection is
based on claims valued at 21 months, and while the growth may moderate as the year matures, the growth rate
as of September 30, 2019 is consistent with that of the prior quarterly evaluation.
While we have seen positive trends across the Workers’ Compensation market, future challenges will
need to be monitored. For example, rate decreases and lower investment gains would put pressure on
pricing adequacy, while low unemployment could result in a risk of increased frequency. In short, Workers’
Compensation requires long-term strategic planning. The strength of partnerships and relationships matter.
A sharp focus on strong core disciplines, such as proactive claims handling, loss control and analytics, will
help lead clients through challenging times and on the path to continued success.

Commercial Auto
Unlike other casualty lines, the Commercial Auto market has seen rate increases for the past seven consecutive
years. Average auto risk rate increases range from 5% to 15%. Accounts with large heavy truck fleets can expect
rate increases of 10% to 50% and higher. Pressure on retentions will continue for loss-sensitive accounts and
underwriters will continue to request additional information on the risk, such as training and hiring practices,
safety devices, vehicle maintenance, etc.
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The loss experience for the industry speaks for itself:
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Source: National Association of Insurance Commissioners data, sourced from S&P Global Market Intelligence; Insurance Information Institute.

Recognition of higher
frequency & severity in
auto, specifically trucking

Carriers began announcing
adverse development and
increasing loss ratios

Carriers began exiting the
businesses

Continued rising Loss
Frequency & Severity AND
“Frequency of Severity”

The reasons for the growing loss experience are very clear:
•

The number of drivers continues to grow.

•

The number of distracted driving incidents continues to grow.

•

New technology and sensors are major contributors to rising repair costs.

•

The number of auto settlements and verdicts continues to grow. The transportation industry has been
especially hard hit with large claims (discussed further below), but all auto risks have been affected.

•

As the talent pool of acceptable drivers continues to shrink, hiring standards have been lowered.

Until these factors are addressed, the loss experience will not improve and the Commercial Auto market will
continue to harden.

Loss ratios have been rising
for over a decade. 2017
return on net worth is likely
close to zero or negative.
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Cyber
The cyber insurance market remains relatively competitive and is still benefiting
from a healthy supply of insurance capacity.
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While we characterize the market as “stable,”
recent placements highlight insurer concerns
around overly aggressive pricing in prior years,
expanded coverage without adequate underwriting,
exposure increases without commensurate rate
adjustment, and lack of sufficient visibility into
the insured’s supply chain risk. McGriff has seen
modest rate increases, ranging typically from 2% to
5%, but we expect primary underwriters to request
even greater increases where the insured’s cyber
security is not keeping pace with the expanding
threat landscape and when the insured’s exposures
have multiplied, often as a result of the robust
economy. Carriers writing excess layers all agree
that rates have thinned out too much regardless
of attachment point, and are therefore expecting
higher rates per million, with minimums often in
the $10k per million range. McGriff is also seeing
heightened due diligence by cyber underwriters
in both the primary and excess. Therefore,
policyholders should expect more detailed
questions on their renewal applications and in their
underwriting calls and meetings.

Increasingly Complex Threat Landscape
Much of the uptick in both underwriting and
premium is due in large measure to increased
frequency and severity in privacy and security
breach events. Ransomware, in particular, is
flourishing, mainly because organizations are still
using remote desktop protocol (RDP) instead of
migrating to more secure virtual private networks
(VPN). Even amateur hackers find that it is quick
and cheap ($15 to $50 per kit) to launch attacks and
have seen success from blasting phishing emails
with infected web links or placing bogus online ads
with links to fake websites hosting malware. More
sophisticated crime rings have skilled hackers that
create new variants that evade anti-virus software.
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These “hacking professionals” are boasting big

industrial and manufacturing sectors. Norwegian

“returns on investment” since their Ransomware-

aluminum manufacturer, Norsk Hydro, suffered

as-a-service model is yielding huge paydays.

extensive damages and a prolonged outage period,

Aggregate dollar value of ransoms surged from

as did Hexion and Momentive. “If you cripple the

$325 million in 2015 to $5 billion in 2017, and

ability to operate an industrial control environment,

were projected to reach $11.5 billion by the end

you’re costing that enterprise significant amounts of

of 2019 (per Cybersecurity Ventures report). Over

money and really applying pressure for every minute

half of ransomware victims who decide to pay

that loss of control continues,” says Joe Slowik, a

do NOT successfully recover their files. (Source:

researcher at security firm Dragos. (Source:

“Ransomware Risk Management: 11 Essential

“A Guide to LockerGoga, the Ransomware Crippling

Steps”, Steve King (The Virtual CISO), December 18,

Industrial Firms”, Andy Greenburg, March 25, 2019,

2019, www.inforisktoday.com)

Wired.com.).

And when ransomware victims don’t pay,

And ransomware is just one of many threat vectors.

sophisticated extortion gangs will increase the

Despite the implementation of point-to-point

pressure by threatening to divulge confidential

encryption and widespread adoption of EMV card

data to embarrass the company (source: “Maze

technology, merchants continue to get peppered

Ransomware Gang Dumps Purported Victim List”,

with point of sale (POS) and online e-commerce

Euro Security Watch with Mathew J. Schwartz,

hacks to capture consumer transaction data.

www.BankInfoSecurity.com).

Plus, companies have been plagued with an
increase in both the frequency and severity of

Even worse than the escalating demands in

losses from various social engineering exploits,

extortion payments are the business income losses

including phishing schemes made possible from

that organizations incur from an extended period

business email compromise (BEC) as well as other

of disruption and the increased costs from having

spoofing methods like invoice manipulation and

to revert back to archaic and expensive manual

impersonation fraud. There seems to be no end to

operations. LockerGoga ransomware punished a

hacker creativity.

number of companies in 2019, especially in the

Average Ransom Amount: Top 3 Ransomware Types
Source: BankInfoSecurity.com

400000

$377,026.7

Average Ransom
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300000
200000
100000
0

Q2 2019

$267,742
$157,445.0
$56,577

$31,864.6
$13,925
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Ryuk

Sodinokibi
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Nation States
Zurich’s invocation of the War Exclusion on

that the Cyber marketplace is not sustainable if

Mondelez’s Property policy created quite the

they are forced to reimburse losses from another

kerfuffle among Cyber policyholders, since many

NotPetya-type event that affects a massive swath

media outlets wrongly reported that Zurich was

of insureds, like half the U.S. eastern seaboard.

applying the War Exclusion on Mondelez’s Cyber

Lack of attribution (concretely sourcing the hack’s

policy. At the time of the NotPetya event, Mondelez

origins) enhances the challenge in crafting the right

had not purchased standalone cyber coverage, so

language, since insurers have to prove the exclusion

reports to the contrary were false. Nevertheless,

and since policyholders want cover for any form of

underwriters, brokers and clients were swiftly

cyber attack regardless of the threat actor. Recent

confronted with the challenge of interpreting War

media accounts speculate on possible attacks by

and Terrorism Exclusions on all policies, especially

the Iranians or their proxies, and we cannot dismiss

on Cyber policies. There is no consensus on what

the possibility that opportunistic threat actors could

constitutes “cyber warfare” and policies vary

launch attacks that appear to originate from Iranian

substantially on what falls within the War Exclusion.

sources, making it nearly impossible to distinguish

The Lloyd’s Market Association represents the

war acts from other motives.

interests of the Lloyd’s community (syndicates,

This is largely unchartered territory when it comes

consortia, MGAs, etc.) and is struggling to find its

to cyber-related events, so our best advice is to

model war language that strikes the right balance

skillfully extract confusing and sweeping language

between cyber-centric risk and true war risk (for

in the War Exclusion (e.g. “warlike operations”)

which there is an independent market). U.S., Lloyd’s

where underwriters will permit, and broadly define

and other global markets are rightfully concerned

Cyber Terrorism and include within insuring

about systemic and aggregation risk posed by

agreements. We also recommend evaluating

the same exploit cascading across industries,

policies for any coverage limitations with regard

increasing loss scale and multiplying the number

to “concurrent causation” or infrastructure failures

of victims. Policyholders expect their collateral

resulting from cyber events, including hostile acts.

damages to be insured but underwriters worry
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Technology Vulnerabilities
We regularly remind our clients that hackers target technologies, especially unpatched, poorly configured, and
inherently vulnerable devices. With so many deep and dark websites and tools readily available to scan for
open ports and internet-facing connected devices, even novice hackers can find unprotected access points.
Even if a company is extremely vigilant in its cyber-security measures, it is impossible to stay ahead of the
thousands of new exploits developed daily. Underwriters understand that the cyber risk landscape is constantly
expanding and their rating models include pricing loads for emerging risk in a number of areas, including:

Compromised hypervisors (or virtual

Use of machine learning and artificial

machine monitors, VMM) causing systemic

intelligence methods can greatly contribute

risk across multiple insureds; this puts

to improved cyber security measures, but

pressure on insurance availability, and

make no mistake, that same AI capability is

reinsurers will demand stricter underwriting

certain to be a threat multiplier for organized

and more premium.

crime and skilled hackers.

Embedded vulnerabilities in Internet-ofThings (IoT) and/or Internet-of-Everything
(IoE) devices; a lack of sufficiently tested and
embedded security means these devices are
easily hijacked. With advancements in 5G,
the attack surface is growing exponentially
as more and more “smart” devices and
sensors are internet-enabled.

Malicious rootkits to compromise UEFI
(unified extensible firmware interface)
and/or BIOS (basic input output system).
These are computer firmware that help
load a computer’s operating system. If it is
compromised at the root, this could translate
into a massive scale attack (think China).

Supply chain risk and lack of sufficient

Cryptojacking or cryptomining and the use

visibility into how an organization’s

of an organization’s computing resources

suppliers and trading partners influence the

and power to mine digital currencies.

company’s enterprise risk.

Monetization of hacking efforts via
Point-of-Sale and transaction theft in
addition to cyber extortion
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Tougher Regulatory Environment
In addition to an exploding threat landscape, underwriters are also confronted with a rapidly changing
regulatory environment, especially with regard to privacy rights and data protection. As Law360 senior
reporter Allison Grande reported in December 2019, privacy laws continue to expand, with New York, Nevada,
Maine, Thailand and Kenya joining California (CCPA), the European Union (GDPR) and Brazil in setting new
data protection requirements. New laws require more disclosure by companies on what information they are
collecting, allow consumers to opt-out of the sale of their data, and require customer consent before using or
sharing of information. Most laws strengthen the safeguards companies must implement and some broaden
breach notification requirements. Oregon and California have laws that require manufacturers to embed
security features in smart devices that will be internet-enabled.
With the adoption of GDPR and increased regulation at both the state and federal level, 2019 was marked by a
number of record-setting fines, including those shown here:

Regulator

Company

Amount

USA FTC

Facebook

$5 billion

USA FTC/CFPB

Equifax

$700 million

UK ICO

Marriott

$129 million

UK ICO

British Airways

$244 million

France CNIL

Google

$57 million

Germany Berlin DPA

Deutsche Wohnen

$16.2 million

Sources: https://martechtoday.com/following-its-5-billion-facebook-fine-the-ftc-penalizes-youtube-and-equifax-234453;
https://www.bankinfosecurity.com/gdpr-126-million-in-fines-counting-a-13630; https://kyc-chain.com/the-5-biggest-gdpr-fines-todate/

Courts continue to struggle with legal questions around Article III-standing and the previous Supreme Court
ruling in Spokeo v. Robins. Lower courts will be assessing facts in various cases to determine what constitutes
concrete injury to plaintiffs to advance their claims. Watch for the Supreme Court to take up Facebook v.
Nimesh Patel et al (BIPA), Salcedo v. Hanna (TCPA) and/or the Office of Personnel Management case in the DC
Circuit Court. (Source: “The Biggest Privacy & Cybersecurity Developments of 2019”, Allison Grande, Law360,
December 20, 2019).
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Coverage Requires Careful Scrutiny

•

Expanded definition of covered computer systems
to include industrial control systems, smart meters,

It’s worth the time to carefully assess your coverage

sensors, scanners, and other IoT devices

and shore up any gaps where an endorsement is
available and carriers are willing to provide cover.

Cyber coverage is swiftly becoming an important

Cyber insurance policies vary extensively from

defensive weapon in the risk manager’s toolbox.

market to market, but most will consider certain

Of particular value are the expert panel resources

coverage expansions or revisions to improve clarity

available to policyholders to assist in efficiently

around some of the challenging provisions. Non-

managing breach response. In their ninth annual

cyber reinsurers have little tolerance for “silent

“Information Security and Cyber Risk Management

cyber” where a P&C policy lacks clarity on losses

Survey”, Advisen, Ltd and Zurich North America

that result from a cyber-related event. Reinsurers

reported:

are pressing their insureds to add Cyber exclusions
or to stake out an affirmative coverage position,

•

their needs, but identified gaps and overlaps with

underwrite it thoroughly and charge for it.

other lines of coverage, particularly Property and

In addition to conducting mock breach exercises
with your Incident Response Team, we also
recommend that you conduct a scenario-based gap
analysis to determine if you have coverage for cyberrelated events within your Property, Casualty, E&O,

Crime insurance programs
•
•
•
•

cyber risk analytics, internal exposure analysis
to secure coverage enhancements or increased
limits
•

Concerns around regulatory investigation

Hardware replacement costs from cyber attacks

expenses and potential fines compelled

that render PCs and servers inoperable (bricking

many Cyber coverage purchasing decisions
•

Third-party vendor risk should be top of mind

Regulatory investigation and defense coverage

as companies assess cyber risk vulnerabilities

for alleged privacy violations, especially as laws

presented by their supply chains and outsourced

expand to protect consumer interests in IoT
technology and use of biometrics
•

and broker recommendations for their decisions

and how the policy covers risk within and

coverage)
•

Repeat buyers of Cyber coverage attribute

Contingent Business Interruption coverage,
across your supply chain

•

Cyber insurance buyers want as much as
they can get, and expect broadening terms

Other emerging areas of focus:
•

Business Interruption risk is a driving reason
for new Cyber insurance purchases

Cyber and other coverages work cohesively in the
event of claim or loss.

One-third have experienced a cyber claim or loss;
70% are satisfied with insurer response

D&O, EPL, Crime, and Special Crime policies. This
may necessitate additional amendments to assure

62% of respondents felt that Cyber coverage met

Social engineering (phishing) and other
impersonation schemes not sufficiently
covered in a conventional Crime policy

services
[The survey included 350 total respondents (mostly U.S.); 57% from small/
mid-size enterprise sector (24% micro) and 43% from companies with $1billion
or more in annual revenues.]
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McGriff’s Cyber Market Recommendations
It’s clear that the Cyber market is going through its own transition period and is experiencing typical youngmarket growing pains. Unlike other financial lines or P&C markets, there is still no homogeneity in cyber
wordings, and carriers still offer varied approaches to their policyholders to transfer many of these emerging
risks. New solutions are being developed constantly to see what kinds of products are most attractive to
buyers. With pressure from reinsurers to clean up an insurer’s silent cyber exposure, Cyber underwriters have
formulated a number of bespoke products that can be contoured to fill in the cracks and crevices that result
from new Cyber exclusions on P&C policies.
The debate continues around whether it is better for a Cyber underwriter to learn to underwrite a property risk,
or for a Property underwriter to hire a technologist to help underwrite the cyber risk. Either way, nefarious acts
using technology, including electronic cyber warfare, must be evaluated for their potential financial impact
to business, and risk transfer mechanisms must continue to evolve to address them. Some of the most
promising innovations may come from specialty products utilizing a parametric risk transfer arrangement.
Rather than conventional risk transfer, which requires proof of loss, these indexed mechanisms pay based on
defined triggers. With predictions that the next decade will see many disruptions in global economies from
new technologies, these tools may be extremely attractive for cyber reinsurers looking to manage catastrophic
risk as well as for sophisticated buyers seeking to find a more definitive mechanism that is not hampered by a
protracted loss adjustment process.
With Iranian retaliation threats looming, it’s hard to speculate exactly what the coming years will hold. We
can predict that there will be ongoing coverage disputes and that there will be short-term winners and losers.
But policy language will have to adapt in order for the cyber market to flourish. So buckle up and hold on - we
project a tumultuous ride in 2020.
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Surety
Although we have seen an increasing trend in loss activity, the overall
market continues to enjoy extremely profitable results.
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According to the Surety Association of America, the surety industry posted a Direct Loss Ratio of 16.7%, which
represents a 1.5% improvement over Q2 2019. Competition remains healthy with new entrants trying to break
into the market, which is placing pressure on both program pricing as well as terms and conditions in certain
segments of the industry.
The surety market is very dependent on and typically trends with construction along with the overall
economy. The November 2019 Architecture Billings Index (ABI), a leading indicator of future construction
billings, was 51.9, which forecasts modest growth. (Source: American Institute of Architects). This index is a
leading indicator of future construction billings. The strong economy is helping to drive premium volume up
domestically, and driving improved results.
The surety industry is a mature one, with the usual economic fluctuations affecting growth. In recent years,
we’ve seen organic growth come increasingly from international opportunities and reverse-flow business.
Unfortunately, this is also where we are seeing the majority of loss activity. Historically, when the market
shows signs of disruption, we see the frequency rate increase. Lately however, we have seen a trend toward
increased severity in losses, which is largely driven by the ever-increasing movement toward complex longterm fixed-price design build contracts where the risk shifting is one-sided. This is creating an interesting
dynamic in the surety industry.
The surety market has seen a 14-19% loss ratio since 2006. This low loss ratio has attracted several new
players in the primary surety and re-insurance markets. Additionally, some re-insurers have moved into the
primary market. There is an abundance of capacity and terms and conditions are at an all-time low. We see a
continued downward pressure on rate, and unlike commercial insurance lines, surety is not seeing a hard or
hardening market.

Surety Market Share
Top Ten Markets
1980

21%

1990

42%

2004/2008

67-68%

2014

63%*

2018

60%*

*Above is a result of new entrants into the market as the
total surety placement has essentially been flat - $5.5 - $6
billion range. Expect to see market share of top ten to
continue to decline as new entrants take larger positions.
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When analyzing the overall condition of the market, it should be segmented by Large Contract, Small to Middle
Market Contract and Commercial.

Large Contract
The Large Contract market, although healthy, is showing the most signs of a tightening trend. The drivers behind
this are largely market driven. Because the construction industry is in a very healthy position, the labor market is
in an extremely vulnerable position. Many contractors have had to rely on less experienced personnel to fill the
gaps in capacity in order to fulfill backlog obligations.
Similarly, Subcontractors are experiencing the same challenges - backlogs are at peak levels and resources are
being stretched. To compound concerns, there is a trend toward larger “mega” projects that carry more complex
delivery methods such as P3, gap finance, long-term fixed-price design build, etc. This is dramatically changing
the risk profile of this type of exposure and causing the industry to pause and reassess exposure in this segment,
which leads to aggregation concerns, and ultimately limits available capacity in the marketplace. Additionally,
from a capacity perspective, the barriers to entry into this segment of the marketplace are limited in large part
to the top six surety carriers. There is only so much available capacity within the top carriers. As a result, we are
seeing sureties trending toward reserving top-end capacity for their better performing clients where their program
structure is properly secured against the risk.

Small to Middle Market Contract
Although the small to middle market construction segment is subject to the same labor market and
subcontractor availability concerns, the projects in this segment are generally smaller in nature and utilize
more traditional delivery methods, which tend to be somewhat more predictable. As a result, this market
space is a more competitive environment. The appetite for new business is extremely robust, and the capacity
is plentiful. New entrants into the market are aggressively seeking market share and incumbent markets are
doing what is necessary to keep their clients. That is not to say that the market is not carefully watching the
trends in the industry - we are beginning to see an increase in the default rates, particularly in the subcontract
arena, largely driven by overstretched backlogs and lack of resources. In general, we expect to see a well
performing market through 2020 and do not anticipate dramatic changes in the performance or appetite of this
segment of the business.
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Commercial
Commercial surety is perhaps the most competitive segment. Long-term robust profitability has enticed a
multitude of new entrants into the commercial side that are seeking to take advantage of the profitability while
diversifying their product offerings. This has created a hyper-competitive market that has consistently driven
down pricing as well as security requirements over the last several years.
Additionally, the sureties participating in this space have shown a willingness to broaden their risk appetite and
accept more onerous bond terms for both investment grade and speculative credits. Although we have seen a
recent large loss on an international risk, overall, we do not see it having an impact on the competitive nature
of the industry. Without a significant economic event affecting the market as a whole, we do not see this
position changing in this segment for the foreseeable future.

Summary
Without economic data showing reasons for a pause or retrenching of the economy, geopolitical pressures
are the biggest threat (e.g. tariffs/trade wars/Iran/N. Korea/China). With that said, there are signs of a slowing
national construction market (down 6% YOY during the first seven months of 2019), but in the areas where
McGriff operates, construction spending appears to be very robust and above the national average.
Cost increases during construction of the mega EPC projects (> $500 million) have hurt many of the larger
national/international firms P&L’s. However, many of these companies have the ability to take hits to their
equity, and while there have been some notable failures and surety losses, the overall effect on the surety
industry has been minimal.
We are in the midst of “re-insurance renewals” and there continues to be plenty of capacity with rates flat
or declining. The surety industry is set to push another $6-7 billion into the carriers and the expectation is
we could see a 5% rise in the “Direct Loss Ratio”. If the DLR comes in at around 25% or less, the industry will
continue to see soft/holding of terms and conditions. Threats to this position include:
•

Labor/Shortage (Safety/Quality/Schedule Issues). We think lack of labor/skilled and trained labor will
continue to affect the Workers’ Comp product lines as well

•

In addition to increased labor costs, material pricing continues to outpace the CPI. These two factors place
pressure on bid day to price potential escalations appropriately

•

Despite predictions of a looming recession in the summer and fall of 2019, most key economic indicators
and pundits are not anticipating a recession in 2020 and most are bullish on the economy, absent
geopolitical issues

•

Pent up demand – The private sector has jobs in the pipeline as developers/owners were hoping costs would
come down, but they have not. Therefore, there is an artificial “smoothing” in the private sector jobs pipeline.

We are bullish on the construction marketplace and feel there continues to be an abundance of capacity in the
surety industry and thus the soft market will continue.

Executive Lines
The D&O market witnessed accelerated firming through 2019 as carriers
maintained client retention rates despite an effort to push premiums
and self-insured retentions higher.
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While the majority of accounts experienced premium and/or retention increases in the second half of the year,
risk differentiation became a larger factor in the results for individual clients. Favorable risks and classes of
business experienced a transitioning market characterized by moderate premium and retention adjustments,
while unfavorable risks experienced a full hard market consisting of significant reduction of capacity, sharp
increases in retention, and often drastic premium increases.
Expectations for 2020 are for continued rate and retention momentum in favor of insurers. Differentiation
will continue to drive different results as insurers begin to underwrite the business and attempt to move their
books to a more profitable state. Insurers point to many reasons the pricing needs to be adjusted:

Premiums have experienced
downward pressure since 2004
for most industries.

Many D&O policies have received decreases for the past 10
years as a result of increased market capacity,
low claim inventory, and favorable results for carriers. The
increased market capacity has led to pressure on pricing as
well as broader coverage. Certain industries have already
experienced price adjustment due to increased claims
activity specific to that industry. For instance, many financial
institutions received double-digit increases as a result of the
credit crisis in 2009. Likewise, the recent onslaught of claims
against Life Science and Biotechnology companies has
resulted in double- and often triple-digit increases.

Securities Class Actions
remain at an all-time high for
the past three years with open
claims becoming increasingly
expensive to settle.

As a result of a large inventory of more than 700 Securities
Class Action litigation not yet been settled, carriers expect
to contribute to these losses for many years to come. In
anticipation of upcoming losses in an attempt to correct
prior losses, several markets are pushing for doubledigit rate increases across their portfolio. Those same
carriers pushing for rate increases are also retaining those
accounts, a signal to the market that the increases might
be justified. Market leading carriers are achieving an
average 37% rate increase on accounts with under
$1 billion in revenue and 20% rate for accounts with over
$1 billion in revenue. Rates will continue to increase in
2020 in order to begin to correct these losses. Many
primary carriers have advised that they will be paying closer
attention to retentions for this reason, especially the M&A
retention. Many expect M&A retentions to go up to
$2.5 million throughout 2020.
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Defense cost inflation
remains high.

Though it is important to understand the increase in the
overall number of filings, the more important figure that is
not being discussed is the defense cost spending for each
of these cases, even if the cases are getting dismissed.
23% percent of Chubb’s total losses paid constituted
defense costs – a surprisingly high number. Defense cost
is increasing faster than the number of cases filed, which
should be a bigger focus for clients and carriers. The
average amount of defense costs has increased 50% in
the last 10 years, therefore attorney fees that were close to
$1,000 an hour are now closer to $2,000 an hour.

Proven Playbook

The Life Science industry continues to lead all industries
with the highest frequency of SCA flings. This class of
business is low hanging fruit for the plaintiffs’ bar as it is a
proven strategy to identify and allege misrepresentations
if a company’s stock drops once they fail to receive
regulatory approval. Similar to the proven playbook
the plaintiffs’ bar has for Life Science companies,
merger objection cases continue to account for a large
portion of SCA filings. Merger Objection filings were
historically filed in state courts until the Delaware Court of
Chancery identified the lack of value the suits brought to
shareholders and stopped approving settlements. So the
plaintiffs’ bar is now filing these claims on the federal level
as SCA claims related to disclosures. This has caused an
inflation in the number of SCA filings.

Highest litigation likelihood
ever as M&A activity has
reduced overall public
company premium pool.

With 4,406 publicly traded companies in the U.S., the 404
year-end filings represent a 9.1% chance of being named
in a securities class-action filing. Extrapolating merger
objection suits, the likelihood drops to 5.6%.
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Cyan case allowing for Section
11 claims to be brought in
federal and state courts has
made IPO exposure nearly
uninsurable.

On March 20, 2018, the Supreme Court ruled unanimously
in Cyan, Inc. v. Beaver County Employees Retirement Fund
that class actions under the Securities Act of 1933 may
be brought in state courts, thus making securities class
actions, including IPO-related actions, more difficult (and
more costly) to defend. Claims under § 11 of the 1933 Act,
which generally assert false or misleading statements in
initial public offerings, are often brought in conjunction
with related claims under § 10(b) of the 1934 Act.
While the § 11 claim may be brought in either federal or
state court, the § 10(b) claim has exclusive federal court
jurisdiction. Thus, cases in federal court and potentially
multiple state courts may not be consolidated, and
defendants’ historical strategy of filing a motion to dismiss
and settling if the motion is not successful is no longer
possible. Rather, securities class actions will require actual
litigation. Cyan has firmed the D&O market for IPO-related
risks virtually overnight.

Event-driven litigation is
driving larger than expected
derivative claims (e.g. #MeToo,
climate change, opioid crisis,
explosions, wild fires, etc.)

Events unrelated to the financial condition of a company
have continued to result in an increase of filings in 2019.
Known as Event Specific Litigation, these disparate
lawsuits are hard to predict, such as suits arising out
of social media posts by outspoken CEO’s, the #MeToo
movement, California wildfires and cyber-related events.
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General 2020 Renewal Expectations
Public Commercial D&O
Primary: With defense costs increasing 50% in the past 10 years, the primary D&O layer continues to be the
least profitable layer for carriers. The increase in claims, settlements and defense costs has driven down
interest from carriers resulting in less competition and higher rates. Expect the market to continue to shrink
as fewer carriers are inclined to provide competitive primary alternatives. The smaller market will continue to
increase rates and reduce capacity.
Premium: +10% to +25% (+50% or more on difficult risks)
Retentions: Large accounts will see a significant push, depending on size and industry. For certain clients or
industries, such as financial institutions, adjustments to self-insured retentions have already been made and we
would expect such retentions to remain flat.
Terms & Conditions: Insurers are still willing to give broad terms on favorable accounts and we have seen little
pullback on coverage other than distressed risks.

Excess D&O
Long gone are the days of 50% rate online, or increased limit factor (ILF), as carriers have focused their efforts on rate
increases on the first excess D&O layer as a result of increased defense costs and settlements. Still considered a “burn
layer,” the first excess layer carries almost the same risk as the primary for half the premium. Several excess carriers
have recently required an ILF factor of no less than 70%, while others are willing to accept 60% for certain risks.
Similar to the primary, carriers are also watching total capacity exposed to any one risk. In addition to the
pressure on the first excess layer, several carriers have identified the $20 million to $70 million layers as the
next tranche of concern. Expect a concerted effort by the market to move first- and now second-excess ILF
rates up to 70% as the market for the first excess continues to shrink. We recommend insureds be mindful as
to the carrier on this layer as it could be the carrier that makes a coverage determination, since the primary
may be completely eroded by defense costs.
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Private Company D&O
Several large and legacy private D&O carriers have
re-evaluated their private D&O book of business
the past few years, with a number of them exiting
the market. Other carriers have reduced capacity
and are no longer willing to provide limits of more
than $5 million on a broad private D&O policy form.
This reduction in capacity has led to significant
upward pressure on pricing. Historically, private
D&O policies have included broad coverage for the
entity, including extending coverage for anti-trust
related claims. The mix of broad coverage for the
entity and duty to defend provisions within the
policy has led to carriers defending claims against
the entity outside of the original intent of the policy:
claims against directors & officers. Expect carriers
on private company D&O placements to reduce
capacity, attempt to limit coverage, and increase
retention levels.
Premium: +10% to +35% (+100% on highly
leveraged or otherwise difficult accounts)
Retentions: Carriers pushing increased retentions
across the board
Terms & Conditions: Some carriers adding
exclusions due to broad nature of private company
policies. Runoff pricing is increasing from 125%150% of annual premium to 175%-250%.
Until new capacity enters the market or
current insurers see incumbents stance as an
overcorrection, the market will remain firm. We
expect to see a leveling off as carriers begin to lap
clients that received significant adjustment in the
second half of 2020.

Aviation
The instability of the aviation insurance marketplace in 2018 transitioned into
unquestionable hard market conditions in 2019 with substantial rating increases
becoming the norm.
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With loss activity and market pressure at a boiling

followed by the terrorist attacks of 9/11. The potential

point, aviation insurers are pushing to return to

exposure to the Aviation insurance marketplace from

health following multiple years of sustained losses.

the four airliners was $6 billion. Each airline had a

Capital providers and reinsurers have lost their

$1.5 billion each occurrence limit on their programs.

patience and are pushing all markets to increase

The ultimate losses to the Aviation insurance

rating with strict timelines to return their aviation and

marketplace ended up being less than $2 billion;

aerospace portfolios to profitable positions. While

however, the claims were not completely resolved

the period from 2006 through 2017 was marked

until 2017. Following the attacks, rates doubled and

by abundant capacity driving carriers to write for

in some cases tripled, virtually overnight. A passenger

revenue and market share, this current phase of the

liability surcharge of $1.25 per enplaned passenger

market is highlighted by underwriters writing for

was added on to the existing rating structures of

profitability. Underwriters are not hesitating to draw

every account. This was described as a “war liability

a line in the sand and walk away from accounts,

surcharge,” however, it was really a mechanism to

even if they have been profitable accounts, if they

infuse premium back into the insurers on a rapid

are not getting the rating increases they’re seeking.

basis in order to provide the capital needed to

The easiest catalyst to point to for the change

continue operations.

in the marketplace are the two Boeing 737MAX

The rating increases and war liability surcharges

accidents, which are nearing the category of the

served their purposes and the marketplace stabilized

insurance losses resulting from 9/11. $500 million

relatively quickly. By 2004, the profitability levels

of grounding liability claims have already been

became attractive to new capital providers and the

paid through Boeing’s insurance program, and it

market started to expand. This expansion peaked in

is expected that the other claims resulting from

2006 when there were several new entrants into the

the accidents could exceed $1 billion on top of the

market. Capacity exploded from approximately 130%

grounding loss.

to around 350-400%, depending on the type of risk.

The last hard market cycle that the Aviation
insurance marketplace experienced was in 2000.
Rating was creeping up in a similar manner to
2018. The premiums were on the rise in early 2001

Following simple supply and demand economics,
the rating and premium began dropping significantly.
This was also supported by improved safety and
operational records across the industry.
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Based on an overall review of our portfolio of business,

In addition to these significant claims, negative

we have calculated that the average annual rate

development on older claims due to unexpectedly

reduction for the period from 2008–2017 was between

high liability awards resulted in accounting

7.5–10% depending on numerous factors including

adjustments making results even worse. These

losses, fleet values, market relationships, type of

include the following:

equipment, etc. Compounding this over the same
period, the effective rates today are 35-45% of what
they were in 2008. With this in mind, to return to the
mid-point between the current rating structure and

•

award)
•

While the Boeing 737MAX situation is one of the
primary contributing factors to the current market
dynamics, there have been numerous other substantial
claims since 2018 including:
•

DHL/Atlas/Prime Air – Cargo 767 accident
outside of Houston

•

Liberty – East River AS350B2 helicopter accident

•

Nature Air – Costa Rica Cessna Caravan
accident

•

Papillon – Grand Canyon EC130 helicopter
accident

•

Southwest Airlines – In-flight engine failure
resulting in one death
Source: NTSB

Air Methods – One survivor ($100 million award
shared between Air Methods and Airbus)

the 2008 rates within a two-year period would require
rating increases of 26-39% per year.

National Air Cargo – Four fatalities ($115 million

•

City of Chicago – One severely injured ($115
million award)

•

KOMO News (Helicopters, Inc.) – Two fatalities
($40 million award)

Sources: National Air Cargo: https://www.thenationaltriallawyers.
org/2017/07/jury-awards-115-million-to-families-of-flight-crew-killedin-cargo-plane-crash/. Air Methods: https://www.reuters.com/article/
us-colorado-helicopter-lawsuit/helicopter-crash-survivor-to-receiverecord-100-million-pretrial-settlement-lawyer-idUSKBN1FM0FC. City of
Chicago: http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-met-tierney-dardenohare-bus-shelter-collapse-city-settlement-20180116-story.html. KOMO:
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-met-tierney-darden-oharebus-shelter-collapse-city-settlement-20180116-story.html

Beyond the major losses, attritional claims have
been increasing in both frequency and severity in
the past year and a half.
Resulting from the issues noted above, since late
2017, seven insurers participating on U.S. accounts
have shut down their Aviation insurance operations.
This includes Antares, Aspen, Berkley, Brit, MS
Amlin (Air Centurion/ ORTAC) and, most recently,
Swiss Re. Those insurers remaining in the market
are pushing rate increases, reducing their lines, and
scaling back on coverage extensions that became
the status quo in the soft market. As part of the
premium pressure, underwriters have focused on
reducing or eliminating policy provisions such as
lay-up credits and good experience returns that
are eroding earned premiums. Markets are under
tremendous pressure and there are rumors of
additional market exits.

Construction
The construction market continues to tighten in 2020 across multiple lines of
coverages, resulting in rate increases for the industry. These increases have created
the first “hard market” in the last 20 years, causing many contractors to scramble to
maintain some level of consistency in risk management costs.
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Market Rate Changes 2020
Primary Casualty

Umbrella/Excess

General Liability

+5 - +15%

Lead Excess/Umbrella

+20 - +40%

WC

-5 - +3%

Excess Layers

+5 - +15%

AL

+5 - +15%
Property
Professional/Pollution

+5% - +10%

Professional & CPPI

0 - + 5%

Builders Risk

Pollution

0 - -5%

+5 - +10%

Summary Forecast for 2020
Changing market conditions require contractors to approach their renewals with care. A focus on a proper and
comprehensive market renewal submission should include a summary of loss control key successes, claims
management protocols, and other key differentiating factors. Also, this is an excellent time to reevaluate the
structure of your program, and consider expanded retentions in view of general rate increases.

General Liability
The construction underwriting community continues to respond to poor underwriting results for this line of
coverage. Internal pressure from senior management to improve combined ratio performance along with
increased rates from reinsurance partners has led to overall renewal increases.
Overall there continues to be interest in new business growth, however there is a disciplined approach to
growth, and a careful approach to existing account renewals. In certain sectors of construction, renewals are
quite challenged. This would include street & road contractors; those with N.Y. Labor Law exposures, those
with wildfire exposures, and residential contractors.
Price increases for general liability are expected to be in the range of 5-15%, heavily dependent on loss
performance. Those contractors in the street & road sector can expect increases in the upper range of that
forecast due to the escalating loss experience for underwriters related to work zone accidents.
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Automobile Liability
For primary casualty, automobile liability represents a major challenge for the construction underwriting
community. While underwriters have been addressing this problem area for the last three years, there
continues to be growth in the frequency and severity of automobile losses. This is a result of a number
of factors, including jumbo jury awards, distracted driving, increased auto use, increased litigation, and a
decreased number of settlements in advance of trials.
Our forecast for increases for automobile liability fall within the +5 to +15% range for 2020. This is highly influenced
by loss performance, composition of your fleet, number of power units, geography and fleet safety protocols.

Workers’ Compensation
Perhaps the only major casualty line where the news is good for 2020 is workers’ compensation. The insurance
industry for construction continues to enjoy favorable combined ratios for workers’ compensation (with a few
state exceptions), resulting in favorable renewals for contractors. Improved loss experience for construction is
resulting in decreased work comp loss rates for most states. This comes as a result of a robust employment
environment, increased focus on safety, and claims management to include triage and managed care.
Our forecast for workers’ compensation is a flat to +3% for contractors, while those with large deductibles
could see rate decreases in the -3% range. Of course, individual renewal rates will be highly influenced by
individual company loss performance.

Umbrella/Excess
The most challenging of all lines of coverage for 2020 renewals is umbrella/excess. A trend that began with the
June 1, 2019 renewals has continued a downward spiral, with quarterly renewals deteriorating at each quarter.
The market can be described as in a controlled stage of turmoil. Capacity is prevalent, but at a price increase
greatly dependent upon your construction industry sector. Underwriting experience continues to be poor for the
industry, with both internal management and reinsurer pressure to increase rates. Major underwriters are focused
on overall rate performance, at the expense of client retention. Certain industries, such as street and road face
unique pressures. Additionally, those Contractors with substantial fleets, also face unique market issues.
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Contractors with high limit towers, will require many additional underwriters to complete their programs.
Regarding lead market underwriters, we have seen a reduction in lead limits during the past 12 months.
Previously a number of underwriters could support leads of $25 million. This same group now, in a lead
position are reducing limits to $15 million, sometimes as low as $5 million leads. While the ability exists to lead
with $25 million, any excess underwriters are managing their limits exposures, especially for certain types of
contractors, or in particular jurisdictions with increased construction defect exposures.
Attachment points for excess are also an issue. While we have generally migrated to a primary GL limit of
$2/$4 million and AL of $2 million over the past 2-3 years, we are now seeing higher attachment requirements.
Those contractors with large fleets greater than 250 power units can anticipate primary limits requirements
of $3 million, and larger fleets at $5 million primary limits. Also, some lead markets are requiring attachment
points of $10 million for GL for street and road contractors. We see this as highly problematic.
Our renewals forecast is changing quarterly. We are currently forecasting renewal rate increases for lead limits
at +20-40%, with excess layers at +5 – 10%. Of course this is impacted by your historical primary and excess
loss performance.

Builders Risk/Property Insurance
The overall builders risk and property markets are firming in 2020, the result of continued natural catastrophe
losses, major fires, explosions, and collapses.
U.S. markets are stable with firming prices. London, and in particular Lloyd’s, has seen reduced capacity on the
builders risk side, with the reduction or exit of certain syndicates.
Contractors should anticipate increased scrutiny of project locale, with a focus on exposure to natural cat
losses (windstorm, named storms, flood). Also we are seeing builders risk underwriters very focused on
water damage exposures for partially completed projects in addition to construction means and methods.
Overall negotiations on terms and conditions are critical to successful placement.
Our overall experience indicates builders risk and general property increases of +5 -10% for 2020.

Professional and Pollution Liability
Another favorable line of coverage for contractors in 2020. The overall market is robust, with ample support
from the underwriting community for professional liability and pollution liability - with overall loss experience
favorable for each. The exception are those contractors with large design/build projects, where 2019 loss
experience has been poor overall due to significant large losses. As a result, we are seeing increased rates with
additional scrutiny of design/build partners and project parameters for those large projects.
For professional and CPPI, we are forecasting rate increases in the +5% range.
For pollution, depending on individual historical loss experience, contractors should anticipate flat to -5% rate
renewals.

Energy & Utilities
The beginning of 2019 was a time of uncertainty in the insurance market as
insurers grappled with multiple years of poor results. By late 2019, and early in
2020, the message is clear – we have entered a hard market for both property
and liability.
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Rate Expectations: Q1 Outlook for 2020
(Not valid for accounts with poor losses, or significant California wildfire exposure)

Property: Commercial Markets
Property: Mutuals
Property: Renewables

Excess Liability: Traditional Capacity
Excess Liability: Mutuals

Excess Liability: Non-Traditional Capacity
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According to NOAA (The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration), the U.S. experienced 14 separate
events in 2019 that resulted in $1 billion+ losses, and many of these events had a direct impact on the utility space,
including California wildfires, Texas hailstorms, and Hurricane Dorian. Insureds can expect challenges in 2020 due to
a significant reduction in capacity, rate increases, and a push for increased retentions. Insureds with California wildfire
exposure, poor loss history, and/or significant coal generation (25%+ of portfolio) will face even greater scrutiny.

Liability
While the frequency of liability claims has remained relatively flat over the past five years, there has been a sharp
rise in severity due to social inflation, litigation financing, new legal “hell holes”, and anti-corporate sentiments.
With eight major wildfires since mid-2017 and PG&E facing $30 billion in liability, markets are reconsidering
their approach to wildfire – especially for utilities. The mutuals (AEGIS, EIM and NEIL) remain key supporters
for the utility space. Beyond these markets, the excess liability space looks very different in 2020 than it did in
prior years. For insureds purchasing primary liability insurance outside of California, General Liability rates are
expected to increase 3%-8% while Auto Liability rates are expected to increase 6%-20%.
AEGIS has been increasing rates incrementally over the past few years, so insureds probably won’t see the same
sort of severe reaction expected from the commercial markets. For 2020, AEGIS is expected to push for 6%-12%
rate increases for loss-free accounts across the book. While most AEGIS clients continue to purchase a $35
million limit, AEGIS can offer up to $50 million per occurrence (and even $70 million in special cases).
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For 2020, EIM will no longer offer multi-year programs and will exclude California wildfire on any new accounts.
For existing accounts with California wildfire exposure, EIM will evaluate on a case-by-case basis and look to
charge a rate on line (10%-75%+). EIM will continue to offer $100 million in capacity with an additional $50 million
available for long-term members ($25 million net capacity, $25 million through NEIL). For insureds without
California exposure, EIM will seek a 3%-5% increase across the book.
Bermuda and London markets remain the most viable options (coverage and pricing) in excess of the mutuals.
However, approximately a quarter of the excess liability capacity for utilities has evaporated in the past year due
to markets reducing capacity or exiting the space entirely. While California wildfire is a key contributor, significant
losses related to gas leaks/explosions, pollution, and auto liability have decimated excess liability markets results.
Replacing lost capacity will prove difficult due to a lack of new entrants willing to insure utilities at competitive
terms and few existing markets willing to attach below $200 million. Realistic available capacity, including Bermuda
and London can secure total limits in the $550 million - $650 million range (includes AEGIS and EIM underlying) –
higher limits are achievable but the incremental cost for additional capacity is prohibitive for many insureds. The
excess liability market is the hardest we have seen in decades and expectations are that it will continue to harden
throughout the year:
•
•

Markets will seek 20%–100% rate increases

•

Sub-limits or exclusions for California wildfire

on renewals

•

Cyber and pollution coverage restrictions

50%+ rate increases for non-traditional

•

Key exposures of concern:

capacity excess of $600 million
•

Markets willing to walk away from accounts
if desired increases are not achieved

•

Continued evaluation of minimum rates/premium

•

Continued evaluation of minimum attachments

-

Wildfire & Vegetation Management

-

Gas Pipelines

-

Coal-Fired Generation & Ash Ponds

-

Cyber

For the near future, utility clients should not use the past as an indicator for budgeting or retention/limit strategy
as we enter a “new normal” in the excess capacity space. Detailed submissions, advanced marketing timelines,
and frequent communication with incumbent markets will be imperative to mitigate the challenges associated
with the current hard markets.
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Property
2019 saw a broadly hardening property market for

of traditional natural catastrophe perils. Increased

the first time in 15 years. Significant weather events

rates (15% - 20% minimum for clean accounts) will

and attritional losses have undoubtedly been the

not be the sole strategy employed by markets to

primary drivers, however, the current turn is not a direct

improve results in 2020. Expect markets to push for

response to losses but rather a response to overall lack

higher deductibles (especially on out-of-warranty

of carrier profitability. Due to unprofitability, several

projects), tightening of sublimits, and decreased

utility/power generation markets have left the space

capacity. Traditional renewable markets (Axis, GCube,

(Pioneer, Priority, Aviva, Liberty U.S., Inter Hannover,

PERse) have historically written many utility scale

Argo) and others reduced their capacity or line size

wind and solar projects at 100%, but expectations

for 2020. This contraction of capacity is expected to

are that more quota share placements will be

exacerbate rate volatility in the coming months. For

necessary going forward. Battery storage remains an

many insurers, underwriting authority continues to

area of uncertainty, despite its growing presence in

move from front-line underwriters up to management.

connection to wind and solar. Renewable markets are

Key areas of concern for power/utility property

taking a cautious approach to this exposure and have

insurance include:

yet to formalize their underwriting and engineering

•

•

Coal generation: many markets unwilling to

guidelines.

insure stand-alone coal, new coal or fleets

The industry mutuals (AEGIS, EIM, NEIL) continue to

with high concentration of coal as part of the

lead/support many property programs for the utility/

“Unfriend Coal” movement

power space. The mutual structure has allowed

LMS100: 5 events in 2019 totaling $40 million

a more conservative approach compared to the

in claims

commercial market, as results are bolstered by lower

•

GE 7FA: continued loss activity

•

New Technologies: GE 9FB, HA Stage 1 bucket,
battery storage

expense ratios and the lack of pressure to deliver
profitability to shareholders. Capacity available from
the mutuals for 2020 is: AEGIS - $450 million ($200
net), EIM - $35 million, NEIL - $200 million. AEGIS

•

Cyber: push to restrict coverage

will push for 15% rate increases for clean accounts

•

CAT Exposed Risks

and will be reviewing deductible adequacy. Similarly,

•

Wind and Solar

FM Global will be seeking 15% rate increases on
clean accounts following 100%+ loss ratios and the

While results for traditional power generation have

cancellation of member credits in 2017 and 2018

been poor, the renewables insurance space has

(loss ratio for 2019 is TBA). FM Global continues to

performed even worse. A challenging 2019, including

retain engineering information in-house. While the

a $70 million hail loss to a solar farm in West Texas,

engineering capabilities are robust, members who wish

comes on the heels of two years of significant natural

to pursue new markets must take proactive measures

catastrophe losses in 2017 and 2018. Insurers are

to acquire alternative engineering reports to include

now imposing restrictions on “soft-cat” (i.e., hail,

with submissions to the commercial market.

convective storms, lightning) that are similar to those
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Commercial markets writing power generation are
seeking meaningful rate increases across their
books and deductible rate increases when possible.
Expectations in 2020 are for 15%+ rate increases for
clean accounts and even more for those with poor
loss history and/or CAT exposure. Insureds must
be prepared for differing terms and pricing across
their property program as some markets (i.e., AIG,
Starr Tech, Zurich, Swiss Re) are moving away from
following lead terms. Markets are willing to walk
away from business as internal metrics are now
focused on profitability instead of written premium.
Allianz recently announced they would be cutting
their capacity for medium to large power/utility
accounts from $75 million to $20 million. Additional
developments may be forthcoming as several key
power/utility markets have yet to formally announce
their position for 2020.
The London power market has experienced
significant contraction and changes in the past
twelve months. Following the “Decile 10” review in
2018 (of which power was a major focus), Lloyd’s
markets remained under pressure to improve
underwriting results or risk being shut down.
Premium income caps have been imposed limiting
the annual written premium for those syndicates
under review. This has resulted in a tightening of
capacity, especially for insureds with late Q3 and
Q4 renewals, when markets may be at or near their
mandated premium income cap.
Underwriters are finding themselves overwhelmed
with submissions in this environment. Quality
submissions are critical for differentiation and should
incorporate loss control and engineering information.

Healthcare
After several years of pricing stability and, in many cases decreasing premiums,
Medical Professional Liability (or Malpractice Insurance) premiums are increasing
across all areas of the medical industry.
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Brokers and insurance carriers agree that hospitals, physicians and senior care facilities are experiencing a
hardening professional liability insurance marketplace. Contributing factors include:
•

More patients being seen by nurse practitioners

•

Unfavorable litigation results and litigation climate

•

Large claim settlements

•

A growing senior population receiving long-term

•

More diagnosis and treatment errors

care

•

Opioid and prescription related errors and abuses

and physician assistants

While statistics show medical malpractice claim activity remains relatively flat, large claim settlements have
increased over the past 3-5 years. As a result, insurance companies have raised their rates and tightened
underwriting. The impact on policyholders includes:
•

Increased premiums

•

Fewer insurance companies underwriting coverage

•

Insurance companies leaving certain states

•

Restrictive policy language

and geographies

•

Higher retentions

Excluding or refusing to cover certain types

•

Stringent underwriting criteria

•

More expensive reinsurance costs

•

of healthcare or physician specialty care
•

Reduced carrier capacity

For 2020, premium drivers will be location, type of healthcare provided, and the need for higher or excess limits
of coverage. Hospitals and hospital systems should be prepared for 3-10% premium increases at standard limits.
Physician groups should be prepared for 3-7% rate increases, depending on their area of specialty. Senior living
and long-term care provider premiums are driven by the venue – low limits of retention are becoming increasingly
rare. Capacity for excess limits of coverage is the formidable price driver. States including California, Florida,
Georgia, Kentucky, New Jersey, New York and Oklahoma have a higher probability of a rate increase in excess of
10-15%.

Public Entity/Education
While all business sectors are experiencing the challenges presented by this hard
insurance market, it has been especially impactful on the public entity/education sector.
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We are seeing long time insurers of cities, counties and school districts that are no longer writing new public
entity accounts, or are leaving the market completely. In storm prone areas such as Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas,
and the coastal states, it is not simply a matter of higher rates and wind/hail deductibles, but a challenge to
even find carriers willing to offer quotes. However, we are seeing some indications of new markets moving into
this sector that have not historically been interested in public entity business.
Sector highlights include:

Property

Excess Workers’ Comp

Wind/Flood/Hail Exposed

Limited carriers

•

5-25% with no losses

•

•

25-100% with losses

Higher deductible for law enforcement/

10-50% increases

Increasing deductibles, lower loss limits

fire departments

Auto

Cyber

•

•

5-20% increases, higher in flood/hail areas

Auto Liability
•

0-15% increases, higher in flood/hail exposed areas

0-20% increases

Better terms are available

Other Casualty
•

0-10% dependent on loss ratios

Real Estate & Hospitality
For 2020, McGriff anticipates continuing challenges to continue for the Real Estate
and Hospitality industry.
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Our expectations for both Property and Casualty markets are included below, as well as a chart outlining the
anticipated range of rate increases for certain segments within the class of business.

Property
The Real Estate and Hospitality sector will continue to

Certain industry segments such as multi-family

see Property insurance price increases in 2020. The

and hospitality, particularly those organizations

price firming is precipitated by two consecutive years

with natural catastrophe aggregation, are seeing

(2017 and 2018) of market losses when numerous

the largest increases. Many carriers are restricting

insurance carriers reported combined ratios (losses

coverage for industrial and retail properties (large

and expenses) exceeding 130%, resulting in losses of

roof complex) located in central and southwestern

more than $200 billion.

U.S. due to increased tornado and hail losses.

While plenty of capital remains, carriers have taken

Specific market traits expected to continue in 2020:

a more disciplined underwriting approach, limiting
their willingness to participate in certain programs or
classes of business moving forward. As we move into
2020, the hardening of the Property insurance market

•

$100,000 are becoming more prevalent
•

Rate increases of 7.5-15% for accounts with

•

•

•

•

Convective storm (straight-line wind, hail and

organizations with poor loss experience and

tornado) exposures are receiving considerable

accounts that have delayed making capital

attention due to the mounting claims, particularly

improvements to enhance their asset’s risk profile

across the Midwest

Increased deductibles for Named Storms,

•

Reduced capacity for wood frame construction.

Earthquake, Wind/Hail and Water Damage.

Reinsurance rates have increased significantly for

All Other Peril (AOP) deductibles are also

wood-frame and insurers have amended pricing

trending upward

and limit availability

More stringent underwriting, including heavy
scrutiny on replacement cost valuations, requiring
additional documentation related to construction
type; reluctance to provide coverage for older
construction; lower tolerance for coastal risks;
more conservative terms for geographical locations
previously seen as benign; and requests for more
detailed loss history

•

$100,000 deductibles for water damage are
becoming standard

favorable loss experience and best-in-class
risk management, to greater than 50% for

Pricing and capacity tension for flood and
earthquake limits

will continue, leading to:
•

All Other Perils (AOP) deductibles of $25,000-

Increased need for underwriting data (secondary
factors) for catastrophe exposed properties
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Casualty
Similar to Property, the Casualty market for the Real

few insurers willing to offer more than a $10 million

Estate and Hospitality industry has endured its share

primary limit for Real Estate and Hospitality portfolios.

of challenges over the past few years with increasing

Many owners, franchisors, lenders and others have

losses and litigation driving up prices in 2019. This

yet to adjust the insurance requirements within their

holds particularly true for multi-family, student housing

agreements to align with the changing marketplace,

and hospitality companies. We expect continued price

leading to costly renewals for those needing to secure

increases (5-20%) for certain lines of coverage for

higher limits in order to maintain compliance.

2020.

The one area of optimism in the Casualty market is

Among all casualty lines of coverage, the most

Workers’ Compensation. On average, we expect this

significant development in the second half of 2019

line of coverage to remain stable heading into 2020,

and carrying over into 2020 is the hardening of the

with rates in the +/-5% range, depending on loss

Umbrella and Excess markets. While Auto rates

history.

continue to rise +/-10% year over year, the Umbrella
and Excess markets are seeing drastic price increases
with rates trending upwards in excess of 15-20% on
average. This holds particularly true for multi-family,
student housing, hospitality, and organizations with
large auto fleets. Much of these increases stem
from the carriers’ renewed focus on profitability and
adequate premium pricing and the fact that nuclear

In addition to the traditional Property and Casualty
coverages purchased by the Real Estate and
Hospitality industry, we do see an increased
interest in specialty lines of coverage. Some of the
coverages that Real Estate and Hospitality owners
and operators are evaluating include, but are not
limited to:

verdicts are becoming more common across the

•

Environmental / Legionella

country. In addition to the Umbrella pricing increases,

•

Active Assailant / Active Shooter

•

Cyber / Data Security

considerable change in pricing to do so. Prior to

•

Professional Liability

2019, it was common to secure multiple $25 million

•

Fund Liability

carriers are reducing their capacity and are either
unwilling to attach excess of primary layers or wanting

Primary Umbrella limit options, but now there are very
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Anticipated first quarter rate increases by segment, assuming favorable loss history:

Segment

GL Rate
Change

Excess Liability
Rate Change

CAT Exposed
Property

Non-CAT
Property

Comments

Hotel

+5-10%

+15-30%

+15-30% - Frame
+10-20% - Other

+10-20% - Frame
+5-10% - Other

Insurers retrenching due to
indirect damage loss growth

Industrial

+5%

+10%

+15-20%

+5-10%

Larger increases and
capacity restrictions in
Central and Southwest U.S.

Habitational

7.5% - 15%

15-30%

+15-30% - Frame
+10-20% - Other

+10-20% - Frame
+5-10% - Other

Valuation, age, loss
experience and geography
are cost drivers

Office

0-5%

+10-20%

+10-15%

+5-10%

Urban markets are
most highly impacted

Retail

+5-10%

+10%

+15-25%

+10-20%

Occupancy concerns due
to increased vacancies

With the continuously changing dynamics in the marketplace, there are opportunities for businesses in
this sector to evaluate their risk management and insurance program in a timely manner to best position
the company for favorable results at renewal. We understand that “favorable” is relative, but taking the
necessary time with your broker to develop a story that presents your organization as a highly desirable risk
to underwriters is paramount to obtaining the best possible results. Using the market “appetite” will become
important in developing the most cost-effective solutions. In addition, selecting a broker that has industry
experience, underwriting relationships and the resources/tools available to deliver a solution is paramount to
developing a mutually agreed upon strategy.

Transportation
We are seeing premiums in the Excess Liability market for transportation risks
escalate at an alarming rate.
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Primary Auto Liability
Primary Auto Liability insurers continue to struggle to become profitable in the face of increasing frequency
and severity of losses. According to the NHTSA, the number of fatal crashes involving large trucks or buses
increased 40 percent between 2009 and 2017. From 2016 to 2017, the number of fatal crashes involving large
trucks or buses increased by 8 percent. This increase in frequency has been matched with increased severity
due to large jury verdicts and settlements.

ISO Commercial Auto BI Frequency & Severity

46,000

0.9

44,000

0.85

42,000

0.8

40,000

0.75

38,000

0.7

BI Freq Trend = +1.2%

0.65

36,000

BI Frequency

2017: Q4

2017: Q2

2016: Q4

2016: Q2

2015: Q4

2015: Q2

30,000

2014: Q4

0.5

2014: Q2

32,000

2013: Q4

0.55

2013: Q2

34,000

2012: Q4

0.6

2012: Q2

BI Frequency (ISO Com Auto)

48,000

BI Sev Trend Limited to $1 million = 4.8%

BI Severity

ISO Data as of Q1 2018: Includes: Trucks, PPT’s, Buses, and Zone rated Classes; Frequency increasing at 1.2% per year; BI Severity
(Limited to $1 million) at 4.8% per year
ISO Circular AS-CA-2018-026

ISO BI Severity ($1 million Limit)

1
0.95
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These results and trends have lead underwriters to either exit the marketplace or adjust rates significantly. Most
impacted are insureds that are unable to take significant retentions where underwriters are seeking 10% to 50%
rate increases in 2019. Insureds that are able to absorb meaningful retentions are experiencing rate increases
between 5% to 10%. Insureds that have loss activity in insured layers are subject to higher rate increases.
In the Public Auto space, insurers have sought higher rate increases due to poorer results on their books
of business. The added element of passengers has caused some insurers to avoid this space entirely and
insureds that purchase Guaranteed Cost or low deductibles are receiving 50% to 100% rate increases. Several
of our larger Public Auto accounts have reported smaller operators approaching them to sell their operations
directly due to increased insurance costs.
Insurers relying on the facultative reinsurance market for capacity are subject to more dramatic swings in rate as
a result of a significant contraction in that marketplace. This favors larger insurers such as Chubb, AIG, AXA/XL,
etc., as they are able to absorb more of the capacity on select risks to offset rate increases.
Detailed underwriting continues to be a focus with a significant amount of time spent reviewing technology
investment, driver census, loss prevention and controls in place by motor carriers.
As 2020 continues, we expect continued pressure for rate increases in the primary as insurers try to keep
current with the increased loss trends. We expect loss trends to continue at 5% to 6% annually.

Excess Auto Liability
Nuclear verdicts are driving the market in 2018 and 2019. We have identified 24 settlements or verdicts that
are in excess of $15 million against transportation companies - six of these are in excess of $100 million. This
type of legal environment has driven insureds and insurers to settle claims for higher amounts than previously
expected with the sole goal of avoiding litigation and the unknown outcome of a jury trial.
The result has been insurers exiting the marketplace or reducing the capacity they are willing to offer. This has
driven significant premium increases and a need for new capacity. The excess market is broken down between
Buffer Layer (the first layer above the primary), Lead Umbrella, and Excess Tower.
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The Buffer Layer has been relatively stable through 2019 after several years of market correction. Insurers are
still seeking moderate rate increases between 5 to 20%. The challenge in this layer for large transportation
accounts is the only two viable insurers that will write the layer are Berkshire Hathaway and Gemini. For Public
Auto only, Gemini will write this layer.
The Lead Umbrella layer for transportation was dominated by AIG and Zurich for years. After their departure
from the layer three years ago, Chubb has assumed the majority of the marketplace by restructuring the lead
to a $10m vs. $10m layer. There is no consistent alternative to Chubb for transportation risks. AXA/XL and
London occasionally will offer terms for the Lead Umbrella, but their terms are typically not significantly better
than Chubb’s. Chubb is seeking between 15 and 30% in this layer to address “trend” and claims that are now
entering their layer.
The Excess Tower has seen the most dramatic shift in capacity and pricing. The nuclear verdicts noted above
have driven several insurers (Lexington, Zurich, Markel, etc.) out of the marketplace and others (Allianz, Liberty,
Sompo, Crum & Forester, etc.) to reduce their capacity and seek higher attachment points. In response to these
shifts, we are restructuring the Excess Tower with smaller layers and more insurers. We are also seeking global
capacity through the London, Bermuda and European marketplace.
Rates in the $25 million to $100 million layers have increased between 100 to 400%, while rates in the $100
million+ layers are seeing even greater increases due to increased minimum premiums per $1 million of
coverage being offered. We see these trends continuing in 2020 as well as the need to meet with the global
markets in person to educate them on the risks and mitigation strategies that are in place in order to gain
capacity at reasonable cost.
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Closing
McGriff continues to invest in our suite of digital, data and analytics capabilities,
and will use the data-driven market intelligence delivered by MAP®, our McGriff
Analytics Platform, to assist you in securing favorable pricing and coverage terms.
Contact a member of your local McGriff team for current information and guidance
on navigating this changing marketplace, specifically:
• Begin renewal conversations early to avoid the unexpected
• Document and communicate your risk control processes and communications
• Engage your McGriff team to prepare data and analytics that differentiate your
company from peer organizations
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